Gamma frequency oscillation in the hippocampus of the rat: intracellular analysis in vivo.
Gamma frequency field oscillations reflect synchronized synaptic potentials in neuronal populations within the approximately 10-40 ms range. The generation of gamma activity in the hippocampus was investigated by intracellular recording from principal cells and basket cells in urethane anaesthetized rats. The recorded neurones were verified by intracellular injection of biocytin. Gamma frequency field oscillations were nested within the slower theta waves. The phase and amplitude of intracellular gamma were voltage dependent with an almost complete phase reversal at Cl- equilibrium potential in pyramidal cells. Basket cells fired at gamma frequency and were phase-locked to the same phase of the gamma oscillation as pyramidal cells. Current-induced depolarization coupled with synaptically induced inhibition resulted in gamma frequency discharge (30-80 Hz) of pyramidal cells without accommodation. These observations suggest that at least part of the gamma frequency field oscillation reflects rhythmic hyperpolarization of principal cells, brought about by the rhythmically discharging basket neurones. Resonant properties of pyramidal cells might facilitate network synchrony in the gamma frequency range.